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Recent years have witnessed epochal and unforeseeable changes in the political situation
of the Northern hemisphere—the reunification of Germany, the collapse of the Soviet Union, the
fracturing of former Soviet satellites, and broad-scale rejection of nationalist communism. It is
sometimes suggested that these changes totally discredit what has come to be called Liberation
Theology. But while they do raise serious questions about some of the specific solutions
proposed by certain liberation theologians, but they have hardly eliminated the problems that
spawned liberation theology in the first place. Indeed, there appears to be a widening gap at
present between rich and poor in several nations, between developed (or overdeveloped!) nations
and the developing nations, and between the culturally elite and the culturally marginalized.
For those of us in the Wesleyan theological traditions this situation sounds strangely
reminiscent of the social context within which the original Methodist revival arose. Thus, there
is good reason for asking whether there are resources in our tradition for relating the Good News
of God’s salvific love to this critical dimension of our current situation.1 Other studies have
focused attention on some of the characteristic Wesleyan convictions and practices that are very
relevant to this issue.2 The topic that I want to direct attention to deals not with such “content” of
a Wesleyan theology but with its method.
As liberation theologies found their voices among the world’s poor and marginalized,
their early questions often focused on specific doctrinal claims of the dominant Christian
theological traditions. It did not take long though for the 
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scope to enlarge and incorporate such questions as who does theology, where, and in whose
interest. That is, they became convinced that there cannot be an adequate theological
understanding of, or address to, the situation and needs of the poor or marginalized until
theological reflection itself is done with and by these very folk. It is in this latter sense that I have
titled this essay as the question of whether there are Wesleyan resources for a contemporary
theology of the poor (i.e., a subjective genitive).
I. THE GROWING CRITIQUE OF CLASSIC ACADEMIC THEOLOGY
It does not take much reflection to recognize that the methodological questions being
raised by those who are seeking to reformulate theology in the interests of the poor and
marginalized strike at the core of the current dominant model of serious theological activity in
North Atlantic Christianity. This model developed with and is defined by the setting of the
Western universities.3 The self-confessed goal of these universities was determining rationally
defensible and ordered knowledge, for its own sake. On such terms: 1) the favored forms of
theological activity became Apologetics (which seeks to provide a rational defense of Christian
claims) and Systematics (which seeks to provide a rational ordering of these claims); 2) Christian
faith became identified with the “objective” findings of these academic disciplines; and 3)
colleagues or opponents within the university (a fairly elite group!) became the primary dialogue
partners and audience for theologians.
To capture the intensity of the reaction to this reigning model among those pursuing a
theology of the poor and marginalized, let me quote from the final report adopted at the Second
General Assembly of the Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians (December 1986,
Oaxtepec, Mexico):
Third World theology is theology as if people mattered. Its concern is not
the neatness of a system but the liberation of the people. It is not elaborated in the
academy but developed by the communities of the poor. ... Professional
theologians are the communities’ servants in interpreting events and in
systematizing the communities’ experience. Their fidelity and responsibility to
the community are essential to the concept of theology. ... (This theology) calls
for a very different language than that of the academy. There is no need for it to
be apologetic. ... In sum we have learned to show more respect and concern for
people than for systems and scientific theory.4
Implicit in this comparison with standard academic theology are alternatives to the three
characteristics of this reigning model of theological activity that were noted above. Most obvious
(to start in reverse order), the EATWOT statement argues directly that the primary arena within
which and for which theology should be done is not the academy but the Church—understood
specifically as the community of all Christian disciples, with particular focus on those
traditionally marginalized.5
The second alternative point, less obvious in this quote but clear in other liberation
theology writings, is that the primary sense of Christian faith is identified as the implicit
worldview that motivates Christians to faithful commitments of solidarity with the oppressed,
not a set of abstract theological claims. Authentic theology grows 
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out of and reflects on such commitment.6 Involved here is a recovery of something like the early
Christian distinction between the basic worldview (habitus) that motivates and guides individual
believers’ lives in the world and the pastoral activity of norming and forming this worldview in
believers.7 
This distinction relates directly to the third point, which is a shift of emphasis on what
constitutes serious theological activity. We noted that the Western academic setting made
systematic textbooks or sophisticated Apologetics the standard form of theological activity. If
the most primary context of theology is seen instead as the Christian community, and its task is
the norming and forming of ordinary Christians’ lives in the world, then serious theological
activity will take different expressions. It will elevate to “first-order” those activities which serve
most directly to form (or reform) the worldviews of believers; namely, such things as popular
bible commentaries, basic catechisms, hymns, liturgies, and expositions of central elements of
worship.8 It is no accident that we are seeing increased interest in such genres among liberation
theologians.9
This should be enough to demonstrate that liberation theologians are calling for more
than a minor revision of standard academic theology; they are calling for a fundamental change
to an understanding and practice of theological activity that is more integrally related to the life
of the Christian community. In making this call they join a number of other currents in recent
reflection on theological methodology that are coalescing around the desire for transforming the
defining model into a more truly “practical” theology.
II. DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS OF A “PRACTICAL” THEOLOGY
In another context I have surveyed the various voices calling for this recovery of a more
“practical” discipline of theology and sketched the major characteristics that they desire in such
a theology.10 It will be helpful to rehearse these characteristics here, drawing examples from
those concerned with developing an authentic theology of the poor and marginalized.
A. Truly Practical Theological Activity will be Unified
The first of the characteristics advocated for a recovered practical theology is that it
overcome the bifurcation (and progressive isolation) of the various sciences that has come to
typify the university theological curriculum. This bifurcation is a direct reflection of the
separation of theological study and education from the daily life of the community of believers.
As they have sought to bring theological reflection into the service of Christian life in the world,
liberation theologians have found it necessary to violate such disciplinary boundaries,
interweaving biblical and historical studies integrally with doctrinal reflection.11
B. Truly Practical Theological Activity will be Holistic
A second characteristic desired in a contemporary practical theology is that it be holistic.
No one has urged this characteristic more strongly than liberation theologians, with their demand
that theologians not isolate orthodoxy from orthopraxy. In 
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truly human praxis there is a constant dialectical connection between what we believe and what
we do. As such, the disciplinary separation of doctrinal and ethical reflection in the academic
theological curriculum must be rejected as a false (ideological!) move.12
Yet another dimension of a holistic theology is suggested by the recent renewed
appreciation for the “character ethics” of Aristotle and the early Church. If human affections are
not “mere feelings” but the motive power and orienting guides of authentic human praxis, then
an integral part of a truly holistic (and practical) theology would be the nurturing and patterning
of appropriate human affections (orthoaffectus). This point has gained emphasis among
liberation theologians as they have rejected the dichotomy between spirituality and justice,
reclaiming the spiritual (affectional) dimension of any theology committed to justice.13
C. Truly Practical Theological Activity will make Praxis Primary
A third characteristic prevalent in the recent calls for a more practical theology is the
affirmation of the primacy of praxis in theological activity. This is to contend, to begin with, that
authentic theological activity is sparked by the needs and challenges of existing praxis, as
contrasted with such factors as theoretical comprehensiveness and professional advancement.
At the same time, it is important to note that affirming the primacy of praxis does not
imply a crude “pragmatism;” i.e., a reduction of theological decisions to the single criterion of
“whatever will work.” Nor does it necessarily entail that theology derives its norms from
praxis.14 In short, it does not reject careful doctrinal reflection, drawing on biblical and historical
resources. Rather, it requires that all such reflection be pursued to the point of determining the
anthropological, soteriological, and political dimensions of the doctrines under consideration.15 
Likewise, an affirmation of the primacy of praxis would require that authentic theological
reflection, however abstract, must always be related back to praxis through such “first-order”
theological activities as constructing liturgies and shepherding congregations. In other words, the
fundamental problem with the reigning academic model of theology is not that the latter involves
abstract doctrinal reflection, but that (to use Alfred North Whitehead’s term) it commits the
“fallacy of misplaced concreteness.” It becomes consumed with abstract issues and theoretical
precision, neglecting the praxis-related tasks that authentic theory is meant to serve.
 
D. Truly Practical Theological Activity will be Inherently Transformative
The emphasis on the primacy of praxis leads directly to the fourth characteristic desired
in a recovered practical theology: it should be inherently transformative. It should seek not
merely to understand or explain Christian life, but to correct it. As Dermot Lane as put it,
The understanding of knowledge and truth operative in the primacy of
praxis is one of transformation in contrast to the more traditional understanding of
knowledge and truth as simply disclosure or correspondence or conformity or
verification. These latter tend to maintain the status quo whereas an under-
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standing of knowledge and truth as transformation challenges theology to go
beyond the status quo.16
Obviously, this characteristic involves the claims of a practical theology. But it also
relates to the form of theological activity. Systematics and Apologetics can all-too-easily be
taken as simply “explaining” Christian life. Such “first-order” activities as liturgies and bible
studies are more directly related to transforming incomplete or distorted Christian praxis.
E. Truly Practical Theological Activity will be Communal
The fifth characteristic advocated for a contemporary practical theology has been a
distinctive emphasis of those concerned to overcome the isolation from the community of faith
that the professionalization of theology has fostered. They stress that theological reflection needs
the participation of the breadth of persons involved in Christian praxis to preserve its vitality and
wholeness.17 That is, it needs to be communal in its process.
Some specific aspects of this desired communal nature should be noted. First, the point at
issue is not just that every individual has a right to participate in theological activity but that this
activity is best done in community, by persons living together in faith. Second, there should be a
particular concern to involve members of the community most often excluded by academic
theology; i.e., the poor, oppressed, or exploited. Third, while this emphasis specifically rejects
the restriction of theological reflection to an elitist group of professional theologians, it does not
exclude them. They too are a part of the community. However, as Samuel Amirtham and John
Pobee have phrased it, it is crucial that “what the theologian does is in the context of and with the
people, not for the people gathered as a community of faith.”18 Finally, while it is essential to
draw on the insights and wisdom of the entire Christian community, this should not be construed
as reducing theological judgments to “majority rule.”19 Criteria of authenticity for Christian life
and belief would remain, and helping the community remain conscious of these may be the most
important contribution of professional theologians to a communal practical theology.
F. Truly Practical Theological Activity will be Contextual
Perhaps no characteristic desired in a recovered exercise of theology as a practical
discipline has found wider contemporary consensus than the demand that it be contextual. It
should not be devoted to the search for universal unchanging expressions of the Christian faith.
Rather, it should undertake the demanding work of wrestling with both Christian revelation and
particular socio-historical situations, seeking authentic context-sensitive embodiments of the
Christian gospel. As Rebecca Chopp has shown, this characteristic is central to liberation
theologies.20
The theme of contextuality has received significant attention in recent years. In the
process some clarifications have emerged. First, it has been argued that the context relevant to
theology must be defined broadly, including the social and political dimensions of Christian life,
rather than being reduced to individual human experience, as has been typical of Western liberal
theology.21 Second, it has been stressed 
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that in its search for contextually-relevant theological expressions an authentically Christian
practical theology must constantly guard against relativism.22
G. Truly Practical Theological Activity will be Occasional
The final characteristic desired in a contemporary practical theology is that it be
occasional; i.e., concerned more to address whatever pressing issues are arising in a specific
community’s life than to abide by some program for formulating an abstract theological System.
There are few better examples of this conviction than the EATWOT quote with which we began.
III. WESLEY’S MODEL OF THEOLOGICAL ACTIVITY
Such, then, are the characteristics being championed for a desired “practical”
theology—an understanding and practice of theological activity that could more adequately
constitute a theology of the poor and marginalized. One of the questions that many advocates of
this agenda are asking is where we can find instructive models of such theological activity? The
most promising place to look would be outside the time period and cultural location of the
dominance of university theology; e.g. the Early Church, Eastern Orthodoxy, and marginal
Western traditions. I have suggested elsewhere that John Wesley might also be such a model!23
Among the reasons for this suggestion was Wesley’s heavy reliance on the Early
Church—particularly many Greek theologians who were taken as authoritative for later Eastern
Orthodoxy—as his prototypes for theological activity.24
Wesley imbibed his interest in the Early Church from his Anglican setting. Seventeenth-
century Anglicans had decided that the best way to preserve a Via Media between Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism was to take the pre-Constantinian Church as their norm. Among
the implications of this was that they followed the Early Church in channeling theological
activity into such expressions as a prayerbook, catechetical homilies, and brief articles of
faith—rather than summae, encyclopediae, or Institutes. One result of this was that early
Anglicanism experienced some less tension between the academy and the church than did
contemporary continental Christianity. But tension there was, and when Wesley came face-to-
face with this tension he decided that he could not remain in the relative security (and isolation)
of the academic context while there was such pressing need for embracing and theologically
shepherding the masses of ordinary Christians. Thus, like modern liberation theologians, Wesley
took the primary arena of theological activity to be the community of believers, with a special
focus on persons often excluded from the established church.25
Wesley also shared the recognition of the distinction between the basic worldview
(habitus) that motivates and guides individual believers’ lives in the world and the pastoral
activity of norming and forming this worldview. This is best seen in A Plain Account of Genuine
Christianity, where Wesley distinguished between genuine Christianity as a “principle in the
soul” and genuine Christianity as a “system of doctrine” which describes Christian character and
tells us how to attain it.26
Finally, Wesley epitomized involvement in “first-order” theological activities like 
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those being appropriated by modern theologies of the poor and marginalized. Among these
activities were: the theological editing of the Thirty-Nine Articles and the Book of Common
Prayer; the production of catechisms and catechetical sermons; the provision of carefully edited
popular Bible study aids; the collection of guides for prayer and devotion; the publishing of
spiritual biographies and autobiographies as models for imitation; the selection and editing of
hymns for Methodist worship; the numerous letters of pastoral advice; the theological
conferences with his preachers; and essays, open letters, and tracts addressing issues that arose
within the Methodist movement.
With these general commonalities in mind, let us consider how well Wesley’s theological
activity may have approximated the characteristics desired in a contemporary recovered
“practical” discipline of theology.
A. Wesley’s Theological Activity was Unified
Wesley largely antedated the growing separation of the sciences in the theological
curriculum. Accordingly, he showed little hesitance in ranging among the areas of Scripture,
history of Christianity, church discipline, and doctrinal theology. While he recognized different
genres of theological writing (controversial, practical, etc.) he assumed an overall unity of the
theological task. This was particularly the case as he placed theological reflection in service to
ministry. To be sure, Wesley’s was a naive unified theology, since he never faced the challenge
of the later divisions. Yet, his example might still bear consideration as post-modern theologians
seek a “second naiveté” (Paul Ricoeur) that reunifies the various theological domains.
B. Wesley’s Theological Activity was Holistic
It is also easy to demonstrate that Wesley shared the concern that orthodoxy not be
separated from orthopraxy. This is the point at issue in his well-known claim that “right opinion”
is a “slender part of religion.” He was not intending to dismiss right opinion, but to insist that it
was of no value unless it finds embodiment in Christian praxis.27 The connection between
orthodoxy and orthopraxy is also reflected in the typical agenda of Wesley’s conferences with
his preachers, which dealt not only with doctrine, but with discipline and practice as well.28
Thus, it is not surprising that some liberation theologians have found Wesley’s example on this
point suggestive, making allowance for the fact that he shared his age’s blindness to the
structural aspects of sin and Christian praxis.29 
If we turn to the broader conception of a holistic theology, which incorporates the
insights of “character ethics,” there is so much warrant in Wesley that he has frequently been
touted as an exemplar by advocates of this general theme.30
C. Wesley’s Theological Activity Reflected the Primacy of Praxis
This brings us to the affirmation of the primacy of praxis in theological method. Such
primacy assumes, to begin with, that it is the needs and challenges of existing praxis that spark
authentic theological activity. Even a cursory examination verifies that the stimulus of most of
Wesley’s theological endeavors was the struggle to meet the needs of, and address the
controversies within, his revival movement.
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The primacy of praxis also entails that theological reflection must always be related back
to praxis through “first-order” theological activities. The earlier listing of the various forms of
Wesley’s theological activity should demonstrate his appreciation for such “first-order”
activities.
What the primacy of praxis does not imply is a crude “pragmatism” or the neglect of
careful doctrinal reflection. Wesley surely did not avoid doctrinal reflection. Indeed, at one time
or another, he touched on every major area of Christian doctrine. Moreover, he did not limit
himself to doctrines whose implications for Christian life (or evangelism) were immediately
evident. He found it necessary to take up some quite technical debates, such as the question of
whether Christ’s death was the formal or meritorious cause of justifying faith.31 He also dealt
with such speculative issues as the nature of animals in Heaven,32 the nature of the torments in
Hell,33 and how God will deal with those who have not heard of Christ.34 But, what most
characterized Wesley’s doctrinal reflection was that it always highlighted the anthropological
and soteriological implications of the doctrine under consideration, no matter how technical or
speculative it might be.35 As such, it is misleading to characterize Wesley as “a practical rather
than speculative thinker.”36 Much more appropriate would be the valuation of him as a self-
conscious practical theologian, undertaking careful doctrinal reflection in response to the
stimulus of praxis and in service to primary theological activities.
D. Wesley’s Theology was Inherently Transformative
The next characteristic desired in a recovered practical theology is that it should seek not
merely to understand or explicate Christian life, but to correct it. Obviously, this assumes that
humans (and human societies) are not spiritually whole, and that theology’s goal is not to make
them comfortable with their faults but to reform them. Wesley shared this conviction; as
evidenced by such claims as that, while Calvinists merely aim to make Calvinists, he is trying to
make Christians!37 As we have seen, he also concentrated his theological activity in genres that
are most likely to have character-forming and -transforming impact.
E. Was Wesley’s Theological Activity Communal?
What about the suggestion that a practical theology be communal in its process?
Wesley’s precedent in this regard must be considered ambiguous. On the one hand, he valiantly
sought to bridge the gap between professional theology and his minimally-educated followers by
providing abridged and simplified editions of materials he judged appropriate. Likewise, he
created the communal setting of the conference for discussing Methodist belief and practice with
his preachers. On the other hand, despite his frequent claim that he desired to stimulate thinking
rather than indoctrinating, Wesley was hardly a strong advocate of giving the “people” a voice in
theological decisions. His primary goal was to provide his lay pastors and other followers with
an appropriate theological formation, not to solicit from them new theological insights or
perspectives.38
While this role for the “people” leaves much to be desired, one must admit that 
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Wesley avoided a simple “majority rule” approach to theological decision-making and fulfilled
the role of holding the community accountable to criteria of theological authenticity. Likewise,
the truth is that Wesley did actually draw on his interactions with his people for doctrinal
judgments (on issues such as the connection between conversion and assurance, or the possibility
of entire sanctification), though the people themselves functioned more as test cases than as
valued interpreters.
F. Wesley’s Theological Activity was Contextual
There is a growing recognition among Wesley scholars of how contextual his doctrinal
reflection was, and of how this fact helps alleviate some seeming inconsistencies in his
convictions. Good examples would include: Alan Coppedge’s study of the contextuality of
Wesley’s responses to the Calvinist Methodists and their affirmation of predestination; Robert
Fraser’s argument that Wesley nuanced his comments on sanctification relative to his audience;
Mark Horst’s analysis of Wesley’s situational utilization of two differing emphases on
repentance; John H. Tyson’s review of the contextual dynamics of Wesley’s interrelation of law
and Gospel; and John R. Tyson’s examination of the contextual variation of Wesley’s definition
of sin.39 To be sure, this is a different dimension of contextuality than relating the Gospel to
differing socio-historical contexts, but the general precedent remains.
The crucial point about the contextual dynamics of Wesley’s theological reflection is that
it seldom degenerates into relativism. Rather, there is a reasonable consistency between the
sundry contextual variations that appears to reflect a basic orienting concern which guided
Wesley’s various contextual theological judgments.40
G. Wesley’s Theological Activity was Occasional
We come finally to the “occasional” nature of a truly practical theology. Perhaps the most
relevant expressions of Wesley’s theological activity in this regard are his various open letters,
appeals, tracts, and essays published to explain and defend his theological positions. One might
suppose that these are exceptions to the characterization of Wesley as a practical theologian.
After all, it is usually to these works that Wesley scholars turn to defend him in the academy as a
theologian.41 However, these works too are best accounted for under the model of theology as a
practical discipline, because they are ideal examples of occasional praxis-related theological
reflection, spawned by the controversies and needs of his Methodist people.
IV. RENEWING WESLEY’S MODEL IN THE WESLEYAN TRADITION
So what might twentieth-century descendants of that original Methodist movement
conclude from the discussion so far? One possibility would be to rethink Wesley’s status as a
theologian. It has become almost obligatory for anyone writing on Wesley’s theology to begin
with an apology that he was not a “systematic theologian.” The implication usually derived from
this is that Wesley’s model of theological activity was second-rate, or even third-rate!42 In light
of the growing questions about the standard against which he was being judged and found
wanting, a more positive estimation of Wesley would seem possible.
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But why even undertake such a reevaluation? Several possible motives come to mind: a
desire for historical accuracy, the hope of renewing appreciation for doctrinal reflection in
Methodist circles, or even a partisan ambition to reverse the tables and champion Wesley (or
Methodism) against those traditions in which systematic theology has been more common.
However one assesses these possibilities, I would suggest that something more fundamental is at
stake.
We face a dire need for reintegrating the practice of theological reflection and activity
into the life of the community of believers if we are to foster authentically Christian responses to
the urgent problems of our times, including the problems of poverty and economic injustice.
Recovered awareness of earlier approximations to such integration would provide both
traditional warrant and instructive prototypes for addressing this present need. In other words, a
renewed appreciation for Wesley’s model of theological activity may be one of the contributions
that our tradition can make to the current quest for a theology of the poor and marginalized, for it
might encourage contemporary analogues.
But if it is to have this effect, then it surely must begin at home! In their concern to
demonstrate that their theology was truly Protestant, Methodists largely abandoned Wesley’s
more “practical” Anglican style and forms of theological activity in the early nineteenth century,
appropriating the scholastic style typical of continental Protestant theology. A striking symbol of
this move was the publication of the first “compend” of Wesley’s theology in 1825—to provide
an abstract, comprehensive, and systematically organized survey of his theological convictions.43
This move distanced theological reflection from praxis at both ends: from the situation and needs
of the community of believers which should spark authentic reflection, and from “first-order”
theological activities that address this community.
Thus, if we in the Wesleyan and Methodist traditions should seriously wish to commend
Wesley’s model of theological activity to the broader contemporary Christian community, then
we must start by taking it more seriously ourselves. We must immerse ourselves in the life of the
household of believers—including particularly those usually excluded from influence—as
deeply as we have been immersed in the academy. And we must devote more of our attention to
the primal level of theological work, which is comprised by those activities which most directly
form and reform Christian life in the world: i.e., constructing liturgies, designing worship,
expositing the creed, preparing catechisms, and so on.44
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